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ColaLife and the ColaLife Operational Trial Zambia 
(COTZ) 
 

Briefing note for sustainability plan development project 
 
ColaLifei  is a small UK charity whose mission is to build 
novel partnerships to alleviate poverty and 
improve health in the developing world through 
innovation. 
It was founded in 2009 with a vision to translate 
its founder’s successful online campaign - to 
persuade Coca-Cola to allow simple medicines to 
be carried in unused space in its crates – into a 
field trial in an African country.  
 
That trial – COTZ – began in December 2011, funded by DfID Zambia, J&J Corporate Citizenship 
Trust and a range of other supporting partners, and will create and trial the distribution of a new 
consumer product – an Anti-Diarrhoea Kit (ADK) for under-fives. The pack, coined ‘AidPod’, 
combines WHO recommendations: innovative combining of treatment and prevention strategies, 
new delivery mechanisms and marketing approaches: ‘Consumer research to improve packaging, 
marketing and product positioning will be essential for greater acceptance of ORS, soap and 
household water treatment’.ii 
 

Background to COTZ and ColaLife 
The ColaLife concept is based on 3 facts: you can buy a Coca-Cola virtually anywhere in developing 
countries; in these same places around 1 in 7 children die before their 5th birthday from simple 
preventable causes like dehydration from diarrhoeaiii. With relatively little improvement over the 
past 20 years, there are calls for new approachesiv,v. A step-change in progress is required to meet 
the Millennium Goal for child mortalityvi. A key limiting factor is cost-effective distribution of 
simple medicines like Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS) and Zinc, particularly reach into rural areasvii. 
ColaLife has developed an ‘AidPod’ package to fit into un-used space in the secondary supply chain 
for soft drinks. The package could be used for other contents, besides the ADK designed for COTZ. 
 

ColaLife is a start-up. It was designed to be a low-overhead, mainly virtual organisation, which 
works through partnerships and harnesses voluntary effort and expertise (‘crowd sourcing’). The 
funding won for COTZ is significant - $1.35M. Yet it is ring-fenced for the trial. It will go mainly to 
local implementation partners in Zambia, building their capacity to take over roll-out in future. 
ColaLife, as a new UK charity, has no regular income itself, no premises or assets, and is entirely 
voluntary to date. The Trustees see potential in merchandise or licensing linked to the unique 
‘AidPod’ shape/packaging. 
 

Annual Turnover and future projections 
ColaLife’s first year accounts show £4,162 turnover, with Year 2 showing in excess of £15,000. 
Individual donations received have covered the expenses to develop the trial in Zambia and 
running costs such as consumables. In-kind expertise received to date – since mid 2008 - includes 
the time of over 25 global experts as well as the Trustees and directors’ voluntary effort, and 100s 
of supporters. This has been valued at over £800,000.  
 
Year 3 (2012) projects a budget for the charity of £20,000 - £25,000 in core income (excluding 
designated trial funds). This covers some bought-in expertise, but no staff or premises costs. 
Income projections include public and institutional donations; small awards/prizes and fund-raising 
events. A budget line for eg merchandising is included – but is very modest and products have not 
been researched. There is some interest from sponsors, which could be developed further. 
 
Future projections (2013-2016) might include: 

• Regular income streams (eg from licensing the AidPod for commercial use, sales) 
• Full-time and/or part time paid posts 
• Full-time and/or part time voluntary posts 
• Travel (eg for Trustees; for UK based projects) 
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• Consumables 
• Fees 
• Cost of sales (eg development, production or supply for merchandising, fulfilment) 

 
UK charities have limits on what they can earn on trading without setting up a separate, wholly 
owned trading arm. This would be possible as part of sustainability planning.  We are unlikely to 
consider premises in the near to mid future, and would prefer outsourced fulfilment. 
 

The Brief 
We are seeking an experienced fund-raiser/social business developer to look at Business Modelling 
for ColaLife and its core future development, in particular, financial sustainability issues.  
 
Part of the task would be to research and produce a viable income generation plan, based on a mix 
of donations, fund-raising, sponsorship, merchandising and licensing linked to the unique AidPod 
conceptviii. This would build on learning from the COTZ trial but not be part of it; rather, informing 
future options. The work would not involve fund-raising for specific in-country trials of the 
concept, or scale-up/roll-out of the current trial (ie ‘project funding’). The work would answer 
questions such as: 
 

1) How does the ColaLife organisation sustain itself financially so that it can ensure the 
activities it has started can scale up without necessarily creating another huge NGO? Are 
there income generation possibilities linked to the ‘AidPod’ packaging created? 
(sponsorship, licensingix, advertising etc.) Are other income models viable?  
 

2) What traditional grant funding sources should we monitor and approach? What grants are 
available from trusts/foundations or ODA (Official Development Assistance) funding sources 
to provide either bridging finance until ColaLife is operating on a sustainable basis or to 
finance particular aspects of the ColaLife core operation? 

 
3) The COTZ trial is likely to find that on-going subsidy is going to be required for the ADKs 

(given the discrepancy between 'world costs' and the ability of people living in poverty to 
pay). So, could we take advantage of the interest and appeal of ColaLife in 'developed' 
markets to create a profitable (wholly owned) business or trading arm, whose profits would 
fund the subsidy required on a sustainable basis – eg Tom’s Shoesx This might also 
contribute to ColaLife’s ability to administer this (eg from a UK base). 

 
Trustees and volunteer staff have experience of Social Enterprise approaches. Currently, a group 
of MBAs from the Hult Institute in London are doing some Live Brief brainstorming, looking at a 
specific product for cross-subsidy (a Student Emergency Travel Kit). We will therefore have an idea 
researched in outline by summer 2012. However, with all our focus on the COTZ trial, we do not 
necessarily the capacity to research and develop ideas further. 
 
As a subsequent follow-up to this piece of work, we may seek assistance in: 

• Assisting in researching/writing funding bids 
• Designing an approach to develop donations/legacy giving 
• Reviewing and improving our approach to online giving 

 

Person Specification & Experience 
We are seeking a freelancer/consultant who can research and produce a practical sustainability 
plan, with cashflow projections, by July/August 2012. The successful candidate will have: 
• An excellent track record of fund-raising for non-profits, in particular small charities/start-ups 
• Demonstrable success in building a diversified fund-raising portfolio for clients 
• Experience working with/advising Social Enterprises 
• Experience in researching and developing merchandising/enterprise and other income 

generation opportunities 
• Ability to put together a Business Plan and Cashflow forecast, building in a range of achievable 

income streams 
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Deliverables 
• A report on at least one product concept, which has potential to provide income in a cross-

subsidy model for ColaLife, together with a summary of market research undertaken and an 
outline marketing plan 

• A financial model for this (eg showing indicative cost of development, cost of sales, projected 
income) 

• Using actual running costs from ColaLife’s first 2-3 years, and its projected future 
development, produce and deliver a sustainability plan, including projected income from at 
least one cross subsidy product, and from other sources, and showing financial projections for 
2013 – 2016, alongside a discussion of assumptions 

 

Next steps 
Please respond to jane@colalife.org 
By 14th May 2012 
We would welcome Expressions of Interest from appropriately experienced consultants/ 
freelancers, including CV to date and an indicative day rate for this type of work. 
We will respond by 18th May to invite a short tender from those shortlisted. 
By 28th May 2012 
Invited consultants will be asked to outline, for review by the trustee board: 

• Their suggested approach to the project 
• Availability (We would like work to begin immediately) 
• Estimated days, day rate and any incidentals to comprise a total to complete the task 
• Two references /recommendations from previous clients for similar work 

 
Charity details 
Organisation ColaLife Ltd 
Company no./Charity no. Company Ltd by Guarantee 6995665, Charity 1142516 
Address Registered Office: 18a Regent Place, Rugby, Warwickshire CV21 2PN 
Website / blog www.colalife.org / www.colalife.org/blog 
Contact name/Email Jane Berry       jane@colalife.org 
Telephone +260 (0)9755 72175 (Zambia) +44 (0)7932 107109 (UK) 
 
                                                
Endnotes 
i   See www.colalife.org The ColaLife founders won an UnLtd Level 2 award (2010) to help establish the organisation, 

were finalists in the Buckminster Fuller Challenge (2010) and won the Ashoka Changemakers award 2011. 
Incorporated in 2009 with charity status granted in 2011, ColaLife’s Trustees together have more than 50 years’ 
experience in related fields, and to date work in a voluntary capacity for ColaLife. Partners/funders have requested 
that the two founding directors should project manage COTZ. ColaLife’s Virtual Advisory Board includes: Professor in 
Health Logistics Dr Prashant Yadav; Professor in Global Health Dr Don Nutbeam; and Dr Philip Lee MP 

ii  ‘All available options should be exploited to reach every household with a package of high-impact interventions 
against diarrhoea including the testing of new approaches to achieve high and equitable coverage….alternative 
delivery strategies…[and] consumer research to improve packaging, marketing and product positioning will be 
essential for greater acceptance of ORS, soap and household water treatment. Clear and targeted health promotion 
and behaviour change communication programmes must accompany the delivery of interventions to ensure that 
caregivers understand the simple actions they can take at home to prevent and manage diarrhoea.’ WHO/UNICEF, 
2009, WHO/UNICEF, October 2009 ‘Diarrhoea: Why children are still dying and what can be done’ 

iii  WHO/UNICEF, October 2009 ‘Diarrhoea: Why children are still dying and what can be done’ 
iv  Zinc and low osmolarity ORS for diarrhoea: a renewed call to action, Christa L Fischer Walker, Olivier Fontaine, Mark 

W Young, Robert E Black, 2009, Bull World Health Organ, 87: 780-786. 
v  ‘[Children’s health] policies will need to be coupled with strengthened distribution systems and new delivery 

strategies to make a real difference in the availability of the new [ORS] formula to children with diarrhoea.’ 
WHO/UNICEF Op Cit. 

vi  UNICEF interview of ColaLIfe 2010, Dr Nancy Binkin of UNICEF and Clare Qureshi, Harvard Business School; and their 
resulting recommendations in ‘Evolving ORS’, a presentation to Dr Mickey Chopra, UNICEF 2010, featuring ColaLife. 

vii  eg see ZICG, 2000; and Werner and Sanders, 1997; Ballou-Ares et al, 2008; and WHO/UNICEF, 2009, Op cit.  Also field 
visit to Mpepo Clinic, Mpika District, Zambia, 2010, interview with Dr Rev Samuel Chitundu. 

viii  ColaLife has applied for a patent of the AidPod concept 
ix  We have applied for a patent for the AidPod and so licensing the commercial use of the idea may be an option for 

profit generation/subsidy generation. 
x  Examples include: Tom’s Shoes; Midomo Bracelet http://www.midomobracelet.org/ (see 

alsohttp://www.socialenterpriselive.com/your-blogs/item/brilliant-idea-brilliantly-executed-%E2%80%94-midomo-
water-purifiers); Charity Water See http://vimeo.com/6202666 and http://www.kwiat.com/charitywater 


